Basics.
Semigroups. In this paper, by a semigroup we always mean an additive subsemigroup of the positive rationals, Q + . Also, we assume they are finitely generated. Thus, a semigroup, S, has a minimal set of generators, uo,..., UN, and we write A (finitely generated) semigroup is isomorphic to one whose generators are integers. Let do = 1 and let d t denote the smallest integer such that dtUJi G S{UJQ 9 ..., Ui-\) 9 i > 1.
We may call dj^UN the last merging point oîS.
Let SM = S(LJO, ..., (JJN) be given. We write co = (a;o,...,a;tf); a typical element of SN can then be written as an "inner product" When all M are admissible, there is at most one dot at a given point. DEFINITION . The Newton polygon of P(X; Y) associated to SN is the boundary of the convex hull spanned by the set
{(u, v) I 3 a Newton dot (d, M • co) such that u > d, v > M • co}.
Suppose P(X; Y) is regular in X, say of order &; that is, P(X; 0) = X* + higher order terms.
Then, of course, (&, 0) is a vertex of the Newton polygon. We call it the first vertex. Let E denote the non-horizontal edge of the polygon at the first vertex, and 6 the angle it makes with the negative horizontal direction, as indicated in the following example. We call E the first edge, and 9 the first angle, of the Newton polygon of P, or simply of P. EXAMPLE which is regular in X, of order ko = k. where PN is regular in X, say, of order fa.
In case fa > 1, we apply the Tschirnhausen transformation recursively to the pair {PN 9 TM}, as long as it is applicable. This yields a sequence {P$, T^}, where P$ = PN, r^} = TAT, and {P^\lf} is the Tschirnhausen transform of {P^~l ) 9 T^~l ) } 9 for all s.
Four cases may arise: CASE 1. The transformation is always applicable, yielding an infinite sequence CASE 2. We arrive at {P §\ T$} 9 and find tan0JJ } = oo. (Here, 6$ denotes the first angle of /*>.) CASE 3. Or, here we find that the Tschirnhausen transformation is stationary, with tan < oo).
CASE 4. Or, we have, tan B$ £ S N , (so that it is no longer applicable).
ASSERTION 2. Tty are T-adic bases. We shall see, in Section 4, that S^+i is Newton-Puiseux. When fa is divisible by CIN+\ 9 we define kx+\ and an admissible exponent a = k^ -k^f+id^+i, ot • co = d^+iujjsf+i.
Now, suppose a ^ 0. We define
and
PN+\ (X;Y N+l ) = l N (F(x,y))
which is regular in X, of order fc#+i, where
.,YN+\).
ASSERTION 7. G#+i is prime, whence r#+i is a T-adic base. This completes the description of the algorithm. Since {&#} is a strictly decreasing sequence of positive integers, Case 4 can not happen infinitely many times. The algorithm terminates in finitely many steps.
ATTENTION. Since GN+\ has been replaced by G$ +l when GN+I is defined, F M is not necessarily a subset of r#+i. However, note that G$ +l -Gw+i + terms of higher weight. CONVENTION. When T N +i has been defined. We shall use T N to denote rjj\ abusing notations, and then forget about the original r#. In this new system of notations, r# is a subset of r#+i, for all N. 4. Induction hypothesis. We make two induction hypothesis at Stage N; they will be proved for N + 1 at the end of Section 9. Since at least one a, ^ 0,1(X, 1) = 0 has at least two distinct roots, and so I{X y Y) factors: Since there is no Newton dot at (k -1, tan#o), the weighted initial form of Po(X, Y) factors into two relatively prime weighted forms. The same reasoning as before will then lead to a factorization of PoThis is known as the weighted Hensel Lemma. We shall consider stage N = 0 of Case 4 with the general case.
6. More on Newton-Puiseux semigroups. Consider a (finitely generated) semigroup *SJV-The abelian group generated by S N is generated by a single element, say g. There is a smallest integer r such that (r + i)g G SN for all / > 0. Call rg the conductor ofS N .
When a semigroup is generated by two positive integers p, q, the conductor is ip' -\){q' -\)D, where
When there are more than two generators, there is no simple formula for calculating the conductor. However, by an easy induction on N we can prove the following Let a = (ao,..., ##) be the admissible exponent such that
LEMMA 2. In a Newton-Puiseux semigroup SN, the conductor is < du^N-(Thus, beyond the last merging point, SN coincides with the abelian group it generates).

COROLLARY. Every element in SN admits a unique expression (I) with M admissible.
PROOF. Suppose
Take an integer r > 2. Note that rot = (rao,..., ra N ) may not be admissible. When this happens, we like to investigate the expansion (3) for G™.
For this purpose, it is convenient to define a weight on X and GN+\ : Note that the first two terms both have weight djUj\ the third term, Gy+i, has higher weight for ally, 1 <j < N, in case (i). In case (ii), this is true for all j, 1 <j < N -1.
By a repeated application of (10), it follows that there is an exponent E' < E, such that G^ = C*G# + higher weighted terms, where C* ^ 0, E • co = Ë • o>.
Take an E' with this property which is minimal in the ordering. This E' must be admissible.
The proof of (iii) is easy. Since d^uj N G SV-i, and a is admissible, we must have
We introduce a terminology. Let g be the generator of the abelian group generated by SN. Given an integer m, let fyQg denote the ideal in AT[[Y,X|] of elements with weighted order > mg.
Given P(X; Y), P f (X; Y) in #Cg> we say they are congruent modulo higher weighted terms, if When M mg is understood, we simply write
Recall that £# may not preserve multiplication. However, we shall show it preserves the weighted initial form modulo higher weighted terms in the following sense.
Again, let us take any U)M+\ > d^uju, and defined weights as in (9). Then the weighted initial form of a given P(X; Y) is defined.
Let Fj(x,y), i -1,2,3, be given with
LEMMA 4. Let Wt(X; Y) denote the weighted initial form ofixiFi). Then
PROOF. Recall that a^ preserves multiplication. Hence
Consider a typical term in
By Lemma 3, IN O OJV(0 has the same weighted order as £.
Now, comparing terms of minimal weighted order on both sides of (11), we find
Several important consequences can be derived from this lemma. First, let us take
.., GN+I) be any series with weighted order > UN+\. By an argument similar to that in Section 8, we can define
This is clear: £N(GN+\
Now, suppose ku is not divisible by d^+\. Let k^ be divided by d^+\ : 
Hence the left-hand side, being an element of the abelian group generated by SM, is actually in SN, by Lemma 2. There is an exponent E* such that Finally, let us assume k^ is divisible by d^+i, so that R = 0 in (13). Coefficient C\, C2,..., can be determined so that In case (19) does not hold, we will have tan 0N+\ = dx+iuiN+i, but there will be no Newton dot at (fc#+i -1, tan 0 N +\).
